COLLECTIONS BROCHURE

ABOUT RGS

rgsfurniture.com

ABOUT
RGS is a dealer centric furniture manufacturer based out
of Akron, Ohio. We offer a wide variety of Made in USA
furniture, including desking, tables, seating, storage, and
more. Contact your local representative, or our customer
service team, for more information.

CORPORATE OFFICE:
2375 ROMIG RD.
AKRON, OH 44320
TEL: 866-816-9822
FAX: 330-848-6260
WEB: RGSFURNITURECOM
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LAMINATES
Stand out from the crowd with RGS Laminate table top
options. All laminates are built to withstand daily use and
are scratch, stain and scald resistant.

IN-STOCK RGS LAMINATES
•

1” thick thermal fused melamine laminate

•

Black t-mold edge band

•

25mm corner radius

•

Always in-stock & ships same day

Beige
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Cherry

Grey

Mahogany

Mocha Walnut

Maple

RGS COLLECTIONS

1-866-816-9822

LOW PRESSURE LAMINATES
•

1” thick thermal fused melamine laminate

•

Black t-mold edge band or 1mm PVC edge

•

25mm corner radius

•

Laminates & table tops made in America

Ash Grey

White

Cherry

Espresso

Grey

Mahogany

HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATES
•

1.25” thick thermal fused melamine laminate

•

1mm PVC edge banding

•

Featuring square corners

•

Laminates & table tops made in America

American
Walnut

Cherry

Dove Grey

Hardrock
Maple

Pewter Oak

Snow White
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PARLIAMENT
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PARLIAMENT
The Parliament Collection combines all of the quintessential
elements of traditional wood veneer furniture—classic lines,

F E AT U R E S
•

Mahogany or Cherry finished walnut veneer

mahogany or cherry finished walnut veneer, beautifully detailed

•

Classic lines, wood trim and exquisite edge details

solid wood edging and brass colored handle accents.

•

Brass colored handle accents

•

Strategically placed grommets for neat and clean

wood trim and edge details. The Parliament line features rich

wire management
•
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All floor standing units include adjustable glides

RGS COLLECTIONS

PARLIAMENT

1-866-816-9822

Featured Products
30” & 42” Round Tables,
8-24’ Conference Tables,
Bookcases, Storage Cabinets
& much more
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ION

rgsfurniture.com

ION
The Ion Collection is perfect for training rooms, classrooms
or offices. Black metal “C” legs offer concealed wire
management up through the legs, into cabling cutouts in

F E AT U R E S
•

melamine laminate with square corner radius and

modesty panels to the desktops. Matching black metal storage
from pedestals to bookcases and full laterals complete the
office suite. This line is all you are looking for and more.

Table tops are constructed of thermal fused 		
a 3mm black t-mold edge band

•

Premium table top upgrades are available on all 		
products. Extended lead time applies

•

All standing floor units include matching black
leveling glides
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RGS COLLECTIONS

ION

1-866-816-9822

Featured Products
Training Tables, Storage,
Desking, Benching Systems,
Storage & much more
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CORNERSTONE
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CORNERSTONE
The Cornerstone Collection offers it all. From classic executive
looks to modern Stand Up Systems; Cornerstone has a desking
and storage solution for every office. All workstations are
equipped with wire management grommets and all drawers
include core, interchangeable locks and ergonomically

F E AT U R E S
•

3mm PVC edge, high pressure laminates available
•

Strategically placed grommets assist with keeping 		
cables neat and clean

designed drawer pulls for convenience and ease in operation.
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Constructed of a low pressure laminate with a matching

•

All floor standing units are equipped with leveling glides

•

Desk Shells and Conference Tables assemble in minutes

RGS COLLECTIONS

CORNERSTONE

1-866-816-9822

Featured Products
Desking, Reception Desks,
Stand-Up Desking & Storage,
Modular Conference Tables,
and much more
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VECTOR

rgsfurniture.com

VECTOR
A patent-pending Vector Conference Table from RGS Furniture
features a Lockdowel fastening system for easier, faster
assembly. The modular table is designed with a hidden trough
for power cables and HDMI hookups. The table legs are hollow,
allowing for the power cables to be completely hidden from view,

F E AT U R E S
•

a black T-Mold edge band
•	Sleek angular leg design creates wire management
troughs to hide necessary cords

making for a sleek presentation and work environment. The new
table is available in sizes starting at 6 feet up to 24 feet.

Tables are constructed of high pressure laminate with

•

Limitless aesthetic options, even two-tone designs

• 	Patented modular table design means that your conference
table can grow with your company
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RGS COLLECTIONS

VECTOR

1-866-816-9822

Featured Products
6-24’ Conference Tables
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DECO
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DECO
Work in style with modern Deco tables that are sure to
impress. Sturdy and stylish O-Legs are available in both black
or grey. Mix and match storage components from the Ion and
Cornerstone collections to build your perfect desk. Modular
conference tables grow with the size of your company.

F E AT U R E S
•

Sturdy O-Legs add a modern touch to any room

•

Constructed of a low pressure laminate with a matching
3mm PVC edge, high pressure laminates available

•	
Customize your desk with storage components from
both our Cornerstone and Ion collections
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RGS COLLECTIONS

DECO

1-866-816-9822

Featured Products
Training Tables, Hi-Lo Desking,
U & L-Desks, Storage, Modesty
Panels, Conference Tables,
and much more
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OVATION
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OVATION
PATENT-PENDING
The Ovation Sit/Stand Desk from RGS Furniture, is a batteryoperated, height-adjustable, movable desk. The patent-pending
Ovation Desk operates in two stages with a single motor.
It’s the first desk of its kind to be battery-operated and on casters,
making the trend of a flexible work environment easier and more
convenient. The Ovation Desk has four programmable settings
and sizes start at 48 inches wide and go up to 84 inches wide.
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F E AT U R E S
•

Battery-operated & casters means you can work anywhere

•

Adjust to your comfort level with the press of a button

•

Two stage leg design on a single motor

• 	Fits with any of our Rectangle Table Tops

RGS COLLECTIONS

OVATION

1-866-816-9822

Featured Products
Battery-operated mobile heightadjustable desking, and more
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EDUCATION & LOUNGE

rgsfurniture.com

EDUCATION
RGS’ Education collection is designed for the evolving needs of
the modern classroom. Specialty shaped tables and wobble
stools help enhance student-teacher interaction. Modular
storage and sit-stand desks can adapt to the needs of the
class. Training tables, nesting, and library chairs put the finishing
touches on any learning environment.

F E AT U R E S
•

Tables are constructed of a low pressure laminate with
a black T-Mold edge band. High pressure laminates available

•

Adjustable height tables suitable for all ages

•

Seating ideal for classrooms, training rooms, libraries,
cafeterias and more

•
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Modular storage to meet the needs of modern classrooms

RGS COLLECTIONS

EDUCATION & LOUNGE

1-866-816-9822

Featured Products
Collaborative Classroom Tables,
Seating, Adjustable-Height Tables,
and much more
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EDUCATION & LOUNGE
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LOUNGE
RGS’ Lounge collection is perfect for communal work areas,
waiting rooms, recreational spaces and more. Specialty lounge
chairs and loveseats feature built in cup holders, optional

F E AT U R E S
•

and more

storage, and an optional tablet arm attachment to make your
lounge area custom to your vision. Place RGS plush ottomans

•

with chairs and existing furniture, or use on its own as extra
seating.
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Look great in lounges, waiting rooms, classrooms, living rooms

Upholstered in a durable vinyl that is soft to the touch 		
and wipes clean easily.

•

Thick cushioning provides comfortable seating with firm support

RGS COLLECTIONS

EDUCATION & LOUNGE

1-866-816-9822

Featured Products
Tablet Chairs, Ottomans, Lounge
Chairs, Loveseats, and much more
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BREAKROOM
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BREAKROOM
RGS’ Breakroom collection has a table for every lunch room or
hospitality area. With 6 base styles to choose from and ready-toorder tables, outfitting your café has never been easier.

F E AT U R E S
•

Table tops are constructed of low or high pressure
laminates with a black T-mold edge band or self edge

•	Laminates are scratch, stain and scald resistant
and wipe clean easily
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•

Some low & all high pressure tabletops are made in USA

•

See page 28-29 for Training, Stack and Café seating

RGS COLLECTIONS

BREAKROOM

1-866-816-9822

Featured Products
Stack Seating, Café Height Tables
& Chairs, Variety of Base Styles,
and much more
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TRAINING
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TRAINING
RGS’ Training Collection meets the needs of modern seminar
and class rooms with flip-top nesting tables, café height tables
and both stationary and mobile tables. With 5 stationary base
Styles and flip-top mobile bases to choose from. Outfitting your
lecture hall has never been easier!
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F E AT U R E S
•

Tabletops are constructed of low or high pressure
laminates with a black T-mold edge band or PVC edge

•	Laminates are scratch, stain and scald resistant
and wipe clean easily
•

Some low & all high pressure tabletops are made in USA

•

See page 28-29 for Training, Stack and Café seating

RGS COLLECTIONS

TRAINING

1-866-816-9822

Featured Products
Adjustable-Height Tables, Variety
of Table Bases, Café Height Tables
& Chairs, and much more
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SEATING

rgsfurniture.com

SWIVEL, TASK,
& GUEST SEATING
Bring the finishing touches to executive suites, open offices,
reception areas, computer labs, classrooms and more with
RGS’ seating collection. Think past the standard office chair
and choose from multi-functional swivel chairs, timeless
traditional seating and much more. With modern, traditional
and customizable options to choose from, there truly is a seat
for every room.
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SEATING

1-866-816-9822

Featured Products
Multi-Functional Task & Swivel
Chairs, Stylish Guest Seating
Options, and much more
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SEATING
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TRAINING &
HOSPITALITY
SEATING
Bring the finishing touches to cafés, breakrooms, lounges,
open offices, computer labs, classrooms and more with RGS’
seating collection. Think past the standard stack chair and
choose from adjustable seating, anti-microbial chairs and much
more. Café chairs, drafting stools, side and lounge chairs are
also available. With modern, traditional and customizable
options to choose from, there truly is a seat for every room.
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SEATING

1-866-816-9822

Featured Products
Soft-Seating, Stackable Seating,
Nesting Chairs, Stools, Classroom
Seating, and much more
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POWER & ACCESSORIES
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POWER &
ACCESSORIES
BRANCH SYSTEM

FLOW SYSTEM

RGS’ 8 wire 4 circuit (2+2) power systems are CL/UL certified.

Introducing Flow—an adaptable UL certified desktop power

They are offered in double-sided power blocks that can

system that can keep up with any team’s workflow. Designed to

accommodate up to 8 simplexes. This design allows more

address the growing needs of desking and benching systems,

simplexes to be used per power block location, therefore

Flow provides immediate access to power outlets, USB charging

lowering overall electrical costs. All molded components are

ports and data connectivity. An additional two outlets are located

made of high impact resistant LEXAN and all cables have

below the work surface. Link together multiple power blocks from

galvanized steel flex covering. A professional electrician is

a single infeed to have several workstations up and running in

recommended for installation.

minutes. Rearrange, add or replace stations in a snap. Flow
can be configured in any order so there is no limitation to

STANDALONE POWER

your office setup. A professional electrician is recommended for
installation.

Standalone Power units make it easy to connect and share
ideas. Choose units with power, data, charging and HDMI.
Installation is easy with just a few screws. These collaborative

ACCESSORIES

power units can be placed in any table or desk with a custom

Organize and make your workplace more efficient with

cut.

RGS’ accessories collection. Ergonomic desk accessories
like monitor mounts and keyboard trays help ease the
strain of day-long desk work. Table and chair accessories
help keep the office neat and tidy while adding a personal
touch. Privacy dividers for all size desks help keep teams
focused without isolation.
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POWER & ACCESSORIES

1-866-816-9822

Featured Products
Power, Data & Charging Solutions,
Benching Trough, Privacy Dividers,
Screen Mounts, and much more
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FOLLOW US:
FACEBOOK.COM/RGSFURNITURE

TWITTER.COM/RGSFURNITURE

